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Outdated content. A: what you want is to split your string by " - ". You can do this in your case like this: var newArr = originalString.split(" - "); Here is a complete code: console.log('OriginalString: ', originalString); var newArr = originalString.split(" - "); console.log(newArr); However, if you have more than one " - " in your originalString, then you should use the following code: var newArr =
originalString.split(" - "); if(newArr.length >= 2) { var temp = newArr[1]; newArr[1] = newArr[0]; newArr[0] = temp; console.log(newArr); } So, if there is more than one " - ", you can take the second one, put it into the first one, then put the first one back in the second one. Hope it helps Pricing Insurance Health Insurance in Niagara On The Lake At Norton Insurance Group, we realize that life
can be a little bit unpredictable. We’re dedicated to finding the best insurance options for you, and because of that we offer the finest health insurance in Niagara on the Lake. In Ontario, health insurance has to meet certain requirements to be affordable. They include mandatory insurance coverage, depending on the age and employment of the driver. Automobile insurance companies have to also
meet certain requirements for their insurance to be considered affordable. That’s why our company offers a variety of plans from several local and national insurers. More Savings with Norton Insurance Group You can achieve excellent savings through the plans we offer. Not only do we help you reduce costs through lowered insurance rates, but you can also avoid paying more for extra coverage
than you may need. We also do background checks on all of our insurance agents, no matter how much risk they represent. We verify their qualifications and training, and certify each and every one of them. The Protection You Need With Norton Insurance Group, you can enjoy protection and savings you can’t get anywhere else. We are there for you, and we provide the superior service you can’t
find anywhere else 82138339de
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